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This powerful prayer book is designed for lay people worldwide. What can visitors expect? It
includes immediate gratification and recovery results for readers because they use the prayers
that speak to their hearts, and they gain access to easy meditations to go in to the Akashic
healing vibration for accelerated soul development. - Answers with their prayers - Knowing and
Understanding that they are connected to Creator - Immediate and immediate shifts in energy The experience of being embraced by the divine and kept in Love
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This book is a great resource. I really like this book. I could walk down the stairs, but I possibly
could not climb up the stairs due to an unexplained severe discomfort in my legs which occurred
actually overnight. Many Thanks Reading most of the prayers aloud unexpectedly resulted in a . I
have been a student of Lisa Barnett since just after her first book. At that time, we'd only 7
curing prayers to utilize instead of 73.We love this publication. The best component is certainly
that the prayers will work for you even if you have no understanding of the Akashic Information.
Having said that, the rest of the text is very interesting and educational and I very much liked
reading what she had to state. This is a great book to have and make use of daily. You earned’t
become disappointed by this reserve. It is filled up with unconditional Appreciate and is usually
uplifting.Jim Teeter Connect with your inner soul and transform your life! Thankyou Lisa for the
beautiful and sacred prayers; your book provides helped me so much! For about 5 months I have
been struggling to climb the stairs. I possibly could walk OK; It is easy to examine as Lisa shares
her story and explains this is and intent of every of the 73 recovery prayers she has channeled
from the Akashic Masters and Beings of Light. I browse your book and used the Chakra Clearing
prayers, and then the Healing prayers. Within a week I was able to start gradually walking up a
single step at a time. I continuing with the prayers and now 6 weeks later on I can climb up two
flights of stairs effortlessly. Though I . She shares ways to get your prayers answered. Whenever
I am feeling rushed I state this prayer and immediately the stress falls away and Personally i
think as if I have already been gifted with some more hours to my day time. Grandmother in
Heaven I actually had a Psychic Reading and My Grandmother in Heaven came through and said I
needed to buy this reserve to help me complete my journey. Chapters breakdown specific areas
enabling the reader to select what is most applicable at a given time. Meditation exercises are
outlined. Prayers are listed by the end of the reserve making them easy to find. Definitely term
reading. I learned all about this everywhere am. I found her book extremely deep and
understanding in the understanding that her these types of prayers and others are exclusive and
specific to the situations that you are using them for. These prayers move beyond religious
beliefs and go to the heart of spirituality, developing a welcome host to safety, unconditional
love, forgiveness and beyond.. Liked the book but. Listen to my interview with Lisa on
OVERCOME It! This is a gift from me for many of my family members. This is actually the first
book I've read by Lisa Barnett, most of my previous contact with her work has experienced
interviews. I came across the copious mention of God and additional Christian references, as
well as the very curious mention of "Goddess", incredibly off-putting. Although brought up as an
Episcopalian, a church that's relatively open-minded and stifling dogma free, the shockingly unChristian rhetoric, bigotry and hypocrisy of the more fundamentalist religions, their leaders and
their adherents sickens me and has turned me off to structured religion completely.Therefore if
the prospect of almost all the prayers starting with and several including other references to
Christianity is dismaying or offensive to you, you may wish to think twice before purchasing this
book. Your Akashic Beings of Light will be there helping you anyway. So powerful.. Reading most
of the prayers aloud unexpectedly led to a pure elation. Extremely powerful prayers. Some of
her prayers possess helped me to gain access to profound experiences that I'll never forget. A
Reserve of Prayers that runs beyond religious beliefs. She did a great show. I found her book
very deep and understanding in the ... What a beautiful gift for all of us all. I could barely read
this book in public it's filled up with such high vibration- gets me so emotional. I've used several
of the prayers and found them to be powerful because The Akashic Masters are energizing the
prayers. I right now carry it around with me and it is becoming a part of my daily routine... Each
one of these Akashic prayers are extremely well conceived, well organized, well crafted and

from a faith-structured standpoint - these prayers keep nothing to chance, they miss nothing.
Five Stars Great browse, inspirational. Guided prayers are useful and enlightening.. It has been
Amazingly helpful beyond phrases and Lisa Barnett can be a Blessing:) Useful insights to
achieving a well balanced life.. Your reserve is truly amazing and priceless!.. Helpful insights to
achieving a balanced life. Steadily, the habit of daily repetition and concentrate allows me to
open to a fresh spiritual awakening, and a discharge of previous energy patterns. It is the first
time i feel connected to prayer and don't have to work hard to create my own verbal
intentions/gratitude- its all beautifully written there already I feel that finally i've found the
accurate instruction for spiritual development that i had been looking for. It's the first time
personally i think linked to prayer and don't have to work hard to create my very own verbal
intentions/gratitude- its all beautifully created there already. Aside from prayers there is a great
deal of useful information regarding the soul's journey.. I highly recommend. Prayers to improve
your vibration quickly Lisa provides prayers which will shift your vibration immediately! I
especially liked the prayer to expand time. I found the ideas intriguing. Prayers are included for
almost anything you can imagine. And then, easily discover that the same concern continues to
come back, I can work with a particular prayer in even more of a daily concentrated practice by
reading it daily for some weeks to help my soul, mind, and body to integrate the lesson..
Podcast! Keep an open-mind We am a self-confessed agnostic. A powerful Healing tool I really
appreciate using the prayers in this book, because it is so an easy task to scan through the
different prayers and intuitively feeling which ones are most appropriate for the problems of
the day. There is so much spiritual energy and assistance from the Masters which come through
the prayers, that also if I don't know what's most important to spotlight that day, I will select a
prayer that speaks if you ask me and then recognize that, yes, that can be just what I needed at
this time. They're powerful! Though I would omit any references to any deity when speaking
these "prayers". A powerful direction towards abundant light and life-changing events Very
profound. Lots of truthful meaning if you actually read and understand the intention of each
prayer. I want this book was translated into many languages.
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